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The Bestiary

of the Exalted

and Unfortunate



2016 edition



Almost three decades ago, the world was shook by the arrival of two tomes of vast and complex knowledge.

Of course by world, I mean the fantasy wargaming community, and by knowledge, I refer to the definition of the

Realm of Chaos in the Warhammer universe. “Slaves to Darkness” and “The Lost and the Damned” crystalized the

four main faces of Chaos deities which became in all subsequent games the iconic figures of what the “perfect”

enemy should be. An esthetic of what can be both appealing to the weak and greedy, or repellant to the wise and

humble. Overall, a great source of inspiration for artists and gamers to insufflate life into their miniatures, all across

their journey through impossible adventures and battles.



Today I present you the Bestiary of the Exalted and Unfortunate in an effort to bring back this esthetic from a time

where wargaming was all black and white paper prints, enamel and lead. Taking barely intelligible charts of random

characters, giving it a name, a story and an actual face.



I want to give my special thanks to all the contributors to this project which the scale goes beyond what I could

ever imagine to do on my own. I hope I have given you guys a good payback on your efforts! Also, thanks to the

administrators behind the Oldhammer forum, to have created such a motivating and positive environment where

this kind of project can happen. Finally, thanks to the people at Games Workshop, which created the source of this

project in the first place. The face of wargaming as changed over the years, yet the hobby remains passionating.



Oh and one more thing, the Bestiary is not completed yet. As you can see this first edition is quite modest. With a

total of eight hundred champions, I need manpower! I invite you to check what Oldhammerers are up to, register,

get involved and enjoy!

Plaiecivile



http://forum.oldhammer.org.uk/



Catharnach Thronebearer

By Niibl



atharnach was a powerful Fimir

warrior until he led the cleansing of a hamlet devoted to

Nurgle. While butchering the villagers

he did not notice that he had received

a tiny Nurgling’s bite at the base of his

tail, but as it started to fester, he did.

The irritating, small wound turned into

nasty areas of scab with a near unbearable itch and in his plight Catharnach

prayed to Nurgle.

Nurgle usually does not prefer those

warrior types but his huge and bloated

heart was touched, so he accepted him

as a champion. He blessed him with

greater toughness and sent him a gift in

form of a huge palanquin. Not only

was it capable of bearing Catharnach

into battle. It also came with a hole for

his tail where daemonic jaws gently

chewed away at the scab, thus soothing

the champion’s plight.

But the Fimir was too much of a warrior to really fit into the hordes of such a

humorous and easy going god. Ambition drove him forwards and ambition

was his downfall. He killed his own

when they fled the enemy while he

should have fled to see the infections

they had already spread, so Nurgle

blessed him with cowardice to further

the warrior’s understanding of his ways.

This “curse”, as he saw it, denied him

to wade into close combat like he was

used to do and so he started to study

tactics and strategy to be able to better

l e a d fr om t he b a c k i n s t e a d .

So intense were his studies, that he did

not take part in any of his warbands

festivities.

After each battle he returned to his

tent to brood over the lessons learned

and new strategic concepts.

A lone ermite with his books and

scrolls, always reading and thinking,

until his head literally swelled up replacing his whole body - A humorous

reminder of Papa Nurgle that there is

more to life than dour learning.



Again Catharnach misunderstood.

Desperate to better his standing with

his god, to be released from his

“punishment”, he made his biggest

mistake.

Due to his studies he was confident that

he would be able to crush all of Nurgle’s enemies if he only had two small

ingredients. And so he travelled to the

place where the largest ceremony in

the name of Nurgle was initiated.

There, amidst the flutes and drums, the

singing and vomiting, the dances of

cultists and plaguebearers, he feverently

waited for his turn. And when it came

he let his voice be heard over all that



noise. And he said:

“Oh Lord Nurgle, make that I walk

again as those Nurglings who bear my

throne are too slow to carry me where

I need to be to direct thy forces

properly. And give me a second eye so

that I may perceive depth without fault

as a single eye is prone to do…”

Then he noticed that the drums had

stopped and no one was dancing or

singing anymore. Cultists and deamons

alike were looking at him strangely, as if

he was…insane? And then they all

started to smile in an equally strange

way. “What?” he asked…



...The trick is not to cut but to scrape. The green stuff for

the planks is mixed with apoxy sculpt to make it harder as

scraping does not work on the pure stuff. I use the GW

modeling blade (I like the grip) and move the point sideways over the surface. As the first scrapes have no guide

they will be wavey and the following scrapes are likely to

get cought in the first ones and will just deepen them.



Attributes

Nurgle_030 - Fimir - 2FP

- Cowardice

- Resilient

- Quadruped

- Walking head

- Siamese twin



Composition

- Plastic nurglings

- Green stuff

- Apoxy sculpt

- Chains



Gladdishiet the Enraged

By Bluey Zarzov



dwarf named Gladdishiem,

was once driven to despair

from an incident involving his

decision to take his fellow clansmen to

the forest edge to fell trees for lumber.

They needed it, he thought, in order

to build defences for the encampment

at the foot of the mountain. Barely

had the first tree been felled when

they were set upon by elven archers

and glade guard. He alone survived by

hiding in a hole under a boulder. He

cried tears of fear and disgrace as he

heard his fellows die by spear and

arrow.

Casting aside all his possessions save

his axes and forsaking all else he had

ever been a part of, he changed his

name to Gladdishiet in shame and

swore an oath never to run nor hide

from anything till the day of his death.

He ventured across plains and through

forests, slaughtering anything in his

way, driven by anguish, sorrow and

hatred. Many elves fell to his axes as

his lust for vengeance began to take

over his mind. His death-quest led him

into deep mountains where he cut

swathes through goblin hordes, orcs

and trolls. The bigger the monster, the

harder he fought.

After slaying one particularly ugly and

mutated troll, Gladdishiet noticed a

small greenstone amulet that had

fallen to the ground. Kicking aside the



severed head of the troll, he took it up

and noticed the image of three connected spheres within. Without care,

he placed it about his neck.

Months turned into years, and all the

while, the amulet softly whispered to

him, almost imperceptible at first, then

more and more, offering suggestions,

corruptions, indulgences.



Gladdshiet would turn on the nearest

enemy, all thoughts of anything other

than murder decayed away to nothing.

Following this new force, this whisper

that had become a voice inside his

head, his skull began to transform.

From his face he himself sprouted

anew; torso, arms, head, in his own

image, but this time even more furious, even more hateful. Blood became

his favoured wine, flesh his favoured

bread, pain his past-time and vengeance against all good things became

his greatest desire…



Attributes

Nurgle_050 - Dwarf - 2FP

- Irrational hatred of elves

- Manic fighter

- Manikin

- Levitation

- Regeneration



Gladdishiet's mind began to steadily

rot from the whispers of Father

Nurgle. Even his oath became twisted

and corrupted. Never to run, and

Gladdieshiet would lift off the ground,

terrorising his foes. Never to hide, and



Regeneration isn't really a physical

attribute you can see until the guy is

wounded, but I thought, well, a

fighter who heals up his wounds

instantly probably doesn't care about

armour or clothing because it will just

become ruined. Therefore it made

sense that the Chaos Dwarf would be

naked except for a belt to hang his

weapons.



Composition

- That horrid plastic slayer from the

Skull Pass boxed set that I hated

and would never be allowed into

my Dwarf army

- A plastic snotling with a club

- Knife and ankle knife from

Forgeword Imperial Guard

- Flail from plastic Flagellants

boxed set

- Sword from Bretonian Knights

- Clear plastic base from

Nurgle-knows-where

- Greenstuff

… I then cut the face off the slayer and carved it a bit, but left the ear, mouth and moustache. This mouth he would

now use only for eating. For the manikin, I cut and shaped the snotling so that it would fit the face with minimal greenstuff required to make the join. I then used greenstuff to sculpt the hair and beard onto the snotling to make him look

like a dwarf, and Gladdishiet was born.



Phalless Whistletongue

By Asslessman



halless whistletongue was a norse marauder who

roamed the coasts of the Sea of Claws with his crew.

Mostly more opportunist and lucky than talented, he

had a few successes that got to his head, making him lazy and

far too reliant on his fame.

His excursion along the reefs of the Troll Country was so poorly

planed he and his man had to feed on foul floating patches of

algae for days. Only when the sickened began to fall did Phalless

turned his prayers toward Nurgle in the hope of making the

best of the situation. The God could have simply ignored his

new fervent dedication, but Nurgle smiled and opened his arms

wide.

In return, the Great Rotten granted him the adequate mutation,

namely the loss of his head. Father Nurgle judged he had no use

for it since way too long ago. He was also granted extra joints to

his arms, making every move awkward and vain just as his poorly improvised schemes.

From this point Phalless has tried to gain more consideration of

his patron god but one on the path of Chaos rarely gets attention when he is most in needs... He usually have it when he

doesn't want it.



Attributes

Nurgle_055 - Human- FP1

- Headless

- Extra joints (in arms)



Composition

- Legs from 5th edition chaos warrior

- Plastic ogre head

- Chaos marauder arms

- Gor beastman arms



… I added the extra joints in the arms by using another pair of arms.

Now at first I tried a version with both joints placed the same way but it

felt silly, something was off, so I started over and decided the extra joints

should be placed differently on both arms. This gives a feeling of extra

creepiness and unease while not evident at first.

Painting wise, I knew I wanted one thing : no green AT ALL. I know

I've already said that I'm tired of green Nurgle and all but so far I've

nearly always failed at avoiding green… Since I love working on rust, I

started with the armour (it's also the real messy part so you definitely do

not want to drybrush orange all over your blended skintones). Working

on a black prime with an added zenithal spray of grey, I worked my rust

from tin brass to orange with drybrushes and brush taps of brown in

between.



Fes'tr BlueCarp

By Mr Tough Guy



es'tr grew up as the runt of a

strong Orc tribe, being both

the youngest and weakest of

his family, he was always the last to eat

getting the worst cut and as a result

was small and often sick. One could

almost say it was a miracle he survived

into adulthood.

While his older brothers quickly grew in

power and took control of the tribe,



Fes'tr became an easy target for bullies,

often hiding from his tribe mates.

But Fes'tr's luck changed as his tribe

went to war against northern tribes of

barbarians. After a prolonged

campaign, the army was afflicted by a

strange disease. While most of his

fellow tribe mates were struck down by

fever and diarhea, Fes'tr seemed to

grow stronger and bolder. Night after



Attributes

Nurgle_865 - Orc - 1FP

- Invisibility

- Technology - bolter

- Mane of hair

- Resilient



Composition

- Plastic spacemarine legs

- Plastic space marine torso front

- Plastic spacewolf back with wolfcape

- 2nd edition ork bolter

- Chaos marauder hands, sword, shield,

and shoulder pads



So the original idea was to connect the

floating torso using a sword hung to the

waist, but then I found that space wolf

back with the cape that was just perfect

and a far more elegant solution then trying to hang a sword on his waist to connect everything, there's a pin on the

wolfcape that connects it to the base.



night, Fes'tr snuck around the camp,

killing his weakened tribemates that had

made his existence miserable in the

past. With most of his tribe dead Fes'tr

finally revealed his new allegiance to

Nurgle, and his new strength that Nurgle had gifted him. Only his very own

brothers were still bold enough to oppose him, but they were greeted with

hot lead as fes'tr took control of the



Bro'og the Gorgite

By Axiom



ro'og was born of chaos, but

unlike most of his species, he

was blessed with a capacity to

scheme and plan. Strategy and foresight

were second nature, where his kin were

driven by bestial urges. Intricate, interlinked plots saw the flames of rivalry

fanned, champions deposed by assassins



or fine adjustments to the balance of

power… and none of the beastherds

realised that Bro'og was the puppet

master.

From being birthed into a minor beastherd, Bro'og's schemes enabled him to

overthrow opposing beastlords and



amass a vast horned horde. Counterplots and attempts to usurp Bro'og

were anticipated and ruthlessley extinguished. Throughout this rise to power,

Tzeentch watched, and was pleased

with what he saw.

In time, Tzeentch visited Bro'og and

bestowed upon him gifts of favour.

Bro'og became chosen of the Changer

of Ways and his body began to alter in

glorius fashion; his eyes protruted from

his skulll; a lethal poisoned barb

emerged from his rear; he could heal

from the most deadly of wounds.

Beastman, Thugs and Warriors of Chaos alike flocked to his banner, and he

was named Gorgite, Warlord of the

Herds.



Attributes

Tzeentch_065 - Minautor

- Big ears

- Regeneration

- Uncontrollable flatulance (paralysing)

- Rearranged face

- Temporal instability (voluntary)

- Eyestalks

- Scorpion tail

- Completely unintentional resemblance to any amphibious annoying

slapstick alien from a major sci-fi film

franchise...



Composition

Body - Beast Face Miniatures

minotaur

Head - Warploque Miniatures

minotaur

Eyestalks - Hasslefree alien

Ears - Bits box bat wings

Weapon - Beast Face Miniatures minotaur axe with Citadel

Zoat mace head

Tail - Citadel Khorne Flesh

Hound

Although Bro'og was built as a fantasy Chaos champion of Tzeentch, I plan to use him as an alien mercenary in my sci-fi

gaming. With that in mind, his weapon got a tiny little bit of tech to make it into a shock maul...



Augustin the host of Sko’rzhath

By Plaiecivile



ugustin was a scholar, and a

dedicated one. His passion for

books and knowledge had no

equal, except his lack of discernment.

As a matter of fact, he never really was

a good wizard. One of his mentor used

to say that his mind was like fire fly,

sometimes it would shine, quick and

vigorous, yet sometime it would extinguish, making you forget it is even

there. Of course these were his words

shortly after Augustin had tried for a

fourth time to turn lead into gold using

troll bile, ending up melting a particularly expensive alembic, his workbench,

his floor, and half of his potato provisions in the cave.

At some point, Augustin became obsessed by the art of conjuring dark spirits and demons. But how would he ever

be able to practice his new discipline

without an actual enemy to fight? Maybe the best way would be to summon

one and fight it back right away. But he

would do it wisely, starting with a minor creature, just like a kid plays with

matches…

The plan was simple, gather all the right

material, and wait for a day where his

mentor would venture in the woods for

a full sunny afternoon of meditation.

No need to talk to him about his

studies, the old man would obviously

The whole body was

mouted from a bent

paper clip. The mutations were simply

to odd to achieve a

satisfying result

from kit bashing. I

did it over 3 days,

first making a rough

shape, than defining

the muscles and

finally creating the

clothes.



disapprove. Augustin had to prove

himself first, and then only he would

demonstrate his talent…

And so did he!



the real world as a cloud of purple

dust. The wizard pulled back, his eyes

wide open with astonishment, coughing

from the dust he had inhaled. He

quickly ended up fighting against his

own body, transforming the room in a

battle field, as his new invasive friend

was taking his place, adapting Augustin’s body to better fit his own

shape.

To this day, Augustin’s spirit still remains, trapped in a prison of flesh and

claws deep in Sko’rzhath’s skull.



Attributes

Tzeentch_240 - Human wizard - 11FP

- Magic level 1

- Brightly patterned skin

- Limb transference - arm grows from

back and arm grows from groin

- Hideous appearance

He did everything right, from the circles of containment to the chanting,

until he tripped on a bowl of brownish,

whatever that was, ingredient and actually landed head first in the center of

the circle. “Sko’rzhath izzz pleeeased”

the demon whistled, not yet baring

shape, floating between the warp and



Composition

- Head and arms from a blue horror of

the burning chariot

- A paper clip
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